FROM the ARCHIVES

When One of Those Implants
Fails to Integrate...		

P

icture this: Your implant patient
had her five maxillary implants
uncovered today. You already have
her scheduled to begin the restorative
phase (and believe me, SHE’s ready!!),
but the surgeon just called saying one
implant didn’t integrate. Oh, GREAT!!
Here’s how to keep that patient happy
while the replacement implant is healing.

Prologue: The patient had the most
sensitive tissue I’d ever seen. Her prostheses (complete maxillary denture and
mandibular rpd) were constant sources of
irritation. In fact, the sores would occasionally become so large that substantial
areas of the mucosa would actually slough
off. Even though the full denture was well
constructed, it was unstable and, according to her, frequently began to wander at
the worst possible moments.
We remedied her mandibular problem
with bilateral cantilevered bridges. (She
loves them!) And we planned to restore
the maxilla with a fixed/removable hybrid
appliance on five implants.
Fig. 1
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But only four of the five
implants integrated.
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The surgeon removed the non-integrated
implant and grafted the site. The plan is to
wait for maturation of the graft and then
place another implant. That’s going to
mean an additional 12 months before the
restorative steps. So our challenge now
is to make the patient as comfortable and
happy as possible with her old denture
during this prolonged delay.
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It’s nobody’s fault. She’s a model patient,
extremely compliant with instructions.
And the surgeon is the best around. But
you know what they say, “Stuff happens!”

The surgeon sent the patient over for me
to adjust the prosthesis and place a tissue
conditioner. When she arrived I found that
the implants exited at an angle a bit more
labial than I had expected (Figs. 1&2).
I had hoped that the healing abutments
would provide a little retention for the
patient. We could at least try to throw her
that ‘little bone’ (bad pun intended).

Fig. 2

Because the implants had just been
exposed and one had failed spontaneously,
we didn’t want to cause any unnecessary
vibration to the bone by using a high
speed. Not just yet. So I left the healing
abutments at their full contour and ground
the denture to make room for them. By the
time I was done, I’d drilled a few ‘portholes’ all the way through the acrylic (Fig.
3). I placed a soft tissue conditioner and
scheduled the patient for more definitive
treatment (Fig. 4).
Later that week I happened to be talking
with Dr. Nelson Gendusa (Parkell’s
Director of Research), and he mentioned
that they were in the final-stage clinical
trials of a chairside soft reline material
called MucoSoft™.

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

(Figs. 1&2) So here’s the problem I faced. How to make this patient as happy as possible
with (Surprise!) an additional year before restoration. Note the labial splay to the implant
abutments. (Fig. 3) By the time I’d made room for the abutments I’d poked holes all the
way through the flange. (Fig. 4) I lined the denture with soft tissue conditioner and sent
her home for a few weeks.
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A bell rang somewhere in my head. A
soft-reline! MucoSoft might be perfect
for my implant patient during the healing
period. I asked if he could include me in
the clinical field test.
According to Parkell, MucoSoft is a selfcuring, addition-reaction silicone that’s
been strengthened with a resin additive. It
was created primarily for denture relines
where retentive undercuts in edentulous
ridges cause discomfort or where bony
projections create recurring sore spots. By
creating a flexible border, it often improves the seal and provides better
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retention. Some patients simply can’t
handle hard denture bases, and for them
the cushioning effect of a soft reline
may be the difference between a denture
that sits in a drawer and one that’s
actually worn.

The resilient reline

When the patient returned a few weeks
later, compression of the tissue conditioner had gradually loaded the implants.
Since everything seemed to be going well,
we decided it was now safe to prep the
healing abutments. So with a coarse highspeed diamond bur I reduced the labial
flair. In an attempt to gain some retention,
I then prepped facial chamfers into the
abutments (Figs. 5,6,7).
I removed the tissue conditioner from the
denture. Using an acrylic bur, I relieved
the tissue side of the denture to create
room for the liner. I also removed some
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(Fig. 5) I decided to cut facial preps to reduce
the splay and allow some retention. (Fig. 6)
The full arch. (Fig. 7) The preparations up
close. (Fig. 8) With an acrylic bur, I removed
1mm or so of the acrylic from the tissue side and
the periphery. (Fig. 9) I patched the portholes
using flowable composite. (Fig. 10) I brushed
the MucoSoft adhesive onto all the surfaces I’d
be lining. (Fig. 11) I expressed the reline silicone
into the denture and seated it in the mouth as
if it were an impression. (Fig. 12) Five minutes
later I removed the prosthesis and trimmed the
excess with a blade.

of the periphery so I could ‘roll’ the
MucoSoft over the denture borders.
This left those portholes I’d cut (Fig. 8).
After I prepped the healing abutments,
they were back within the contour of
the denture, but the flange would still
be pretty thin over the abutments. So I
needed something strong to patch those
holes. I used a flowable composite resin
bonded to the acrylic denture with
Kulzer Connector®. It worked like a
charm! (Fig. 9).
I placed a few drops of MucoSoft adhesive into a dappan dish, and used a disposable brush to paint the adhesive onto the
entire tissue side of the denture (Fig. 10)
… over the periphery … and about 3mm
onto the facial surface.
After allowing the adhesive to dry for
about 2 minutes, I used my impression
gun to inject MucoSoft into the tissue

side of the denture (Fig. 11). Using a
cement spatula, I spread the silicone
evenly over the surface and slightly
over the peripheies.
The denture was seated in the mouth,
the excess material was removed, and
the patient was guided into centric.
After manipulating the cheeks and lip
to achieve border molding, the patient
remained in the closed position for the
next five minutes.
I removed the appliance and discovered a
beautiful, shiny, soft, translucent silicone
layer. There was absolutely no stickiness
of the silicone whatsoever!
The excess silicone was very easily removed with a #15 scalpel blade (Fig. 12).
I inspected and fine-trimmed all borders.
I placed equal drops of A and B MucoSoft
Glaze in a dappan dish and mixed with a
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Figures 13 & 14: I used MucoSoft Glaze on the surfaces I’d trimmed. Figure 15: Finally, I put the denture in hot water for a couple of minutes to speed
cure of the glaze.

“If we’d relined her denture with
MucoSoft in the first place, she
never would have had to consider
the implants”

Fig. 16

disposable brush. The glaze was painted on all non-tissue-contacting surfaces of the silicone reline (Figs. 13 & 14). Finally, the
denture was allowed to set 2 to 3 minutes at room temperature
and then placed in hot water for one minute (Fig. 15).
The patient is absolutely thrilled with the comfort of the denture
(and so am I) (Fig. 16). The cushioning silicone provides a tight
border seal and spreads the load to prevent sore spots. Even with
all the ridge remodeling that’s been occurring, the prosthesis
is magnificently stable. And the flexible liner around the
abutments adds additional retention… almost like ring
overdenture attachments.
The patient tells me she won’t mind waiting the extra time necessary to re-do that failed implant now.

Postscript (written one month later)

The patient returned for a recall appointment today.
She was beaming as she told me she’s never experienced such
comfort with a denture before.

For the first time in years, she’s confident her teeth won’t start
floating around as she eats or speaks. In fact, she originally had
a struggle getting the denture out at night. (Then she discovered
she could break the seal by taking several sips of water and
creating pressure with her tongue. This forced the water under
the postdam.)
But more important than the stability is the comfort. Despite all
that retention, the denture base doesn’t irritate her sensitive tissue. No more sore spots. No sloughing. She told me that if we’d
relined her denture with MucoSoft in the first place, she never
would have had to consider the implants.
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